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Anticoagulation is superior to dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) in the prevention of
thromboembolic events in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF), otherwise the prevention
of ischemic risk and stent thrombosis after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is
warranted by DAPT. The coexistence of conditions requiring combined antithrombotic
therapies is becoming an increasing relevant clinical problem, whose therapeutic
management has long been found in the medical experience rather than in guidelines
and consensus. Recently, updates in guidelines and relevant studies have been
published in order to better clarify the best management of combined antithrombotic
therapy. In the present review, we have analyzed the recent literature, underlining the
progresses and the residual limits of the most up-to-date evidence on the management
of patients requiring dual or triple antithrombotic therapy, due to coexisting AF and
coronary artery disease. An in-depth overview is also focused on the management of
antithrombotic therapy in the elderly patient, which represents an even more complex
challenge for the clinician. This is due to the high prevalence, among over 65 years
aged people, of conditions requiring association of antiplatelet and anticoagulant drugs,
the numerous comorbidities, the higher risk of complications, such as bleedings, and
the lack of specific evidence, especially for the frail elderly. Nowadays, triple therapy
[oral anticoagulation (OAC) plus dual antiplatelet agents] for the shortest possible time
should be the treatment for AF patients undergoing PCI, whereas dual therapy (single
antiplatelet plus OAC) may be preferred for patients at high bleeding risk.
Keywords: antithrombotic therapy, anticoagulation, antiplatelet, atrial fibrillation, percutaneous coronary
intervention, elderly, frailty

Abbreviations: ACS, acute coronary syndrome; AF, atrial fibrillation; CAD, coronary artery disease; DAPT, dual antiplatelet
therapy; ESC, European Society of Cardiology; NOAC, new oral anticoagulation; NVAF, non-valvular atrial fibrillation; OAC,
oral anticoagulation; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; VKA, vitamin K antagonist.
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THERAPEUTIC RECOMMENDATIONS IN
PATIENTS WITH ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
AND CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

INTRODUCTION
The combination of antiplatelet and anticoagulant therapies is
required in many conditions of great clinical impact, especially
among the over 65 years aged people. AF, the most frequent
arrhythmia, whose prevalence is age-related (Chugh et al.,
2014), coexists in a large proportion of patients with CAD.
The therapeutic management of concomitant cardiovascular
diseases is even more insidious in a population susceptible to
falls and related complications, such as femoral fractures, and
high risk of hemorrhage. Moreover, treatment of cardiovascular
diseases in pre-frail and frail elderly patients is extremely
complex because recommended standard therapies cannot often
be applied in these people (Bencivenga et al., 2017). In this
context, especially in the frail elderly patients, there are more and
more frequent evidence of under prescription of antithrombotic
therapies due to the mentioned difficulties, which lead the
physician to be more restrained by fear of complications of
these treatments, rather than reassured by evidence to their
actual necessity, though stated in the current guidelines (Hess
et al., 2012). However, despite advanced age represents a nonmodifiable bleeding risk factor, geriatric population presents
increased thromboembolic risk and antithrombotic therapies
are even more effective, on mortality and ischemic stroke
rates, in patients aged 65 years and over (Mant et al.,
2007). Besides, regarding the most recommended bleeding risk
predictive models developed for patients on OAC therapy, such
as HAS-BLED, advanced age represents per se a risk factor,
frequently complicated by additional ones. Indeed, isolated
systolic hypertension, anemia, pervious stroke or hemorrhage,
impaired renal and liver function are very common in
people aged >65 years, which are also the main users of
antiplatelet drugs and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug
(Kirchner, 1994), that contribute to increase bleeding risk.
Furthermore, none of the scores for anticoagulated patients
has been tested in prospective randomized controlled trials
(Kirchhof et al., 2016). Anyhow, among the main influencing
factors, “age” is the only one included in all the predictive
scores of thrombotic or hemorrhagic risk (Kirchhof et al.,
2016).
The problem of how to handle double (single antiplatelet
plus OAC) or triple (OAC plus dual antiplatelet agents)
antithrombotic therapy is raising a great interest in the scientific
community. Indeed, the most recent European guidelines
on the therapeutic management of thromboembolic risk in
patients with AF dedicate an entire section to the management
of patients with associated ACS, under medical therapy or
undergoing PCI (Kirchhof et al., 2016); although not directly
designed on geriatric populations, the evidence that allowed
to define a therapeutic flow-chart derives from studies on
populations with an average age of over 65 years (Sarafoff
et al., 2013; Braun et al., 2015). Finally, in a recent focused
update from the ESC on DAPT in patients with CAD,
a specific paragraph has been dedicated to subpopulation
requiring concomitant anticoagulant therapy, argued on the
basis of trials on elderly populations (Valgimigli et al.,
2018).
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Atrial fibrillation represents the most common arrhythmia,
whose prevalence significantly increases with age (Wilke et al.,
2013); its incidence is also rapidly growing outlining a global
epidemic with tremendous burden of disability and mortality
worldwide (Chugh et al., 2014). The incidence of CAD in patients
with AF is very high (Kralev et al., 2011) and it is estimated
that up to 7% of patients undergoing PCI for CAD suffer of AF
or have another indication for OAC (Alexopoulos et al., 2017).
Furthermore, AF represents a frequent complication in patients
with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) (Ibanez et al., 2017),
contributing to worsening prognosis, whereas advanced age and
heart failure constitute the main predictors for the onset of this
arrhythmia in AMI patients (Schmitt et al., 2009).
According to the most recent ESC guidelines for AF,
an indication for OAC therapy subsists in all patients
with paroxysmal, persistent or permanent AF presenting a
thromboembolic risk assessed by CHA2 DS2 -VASc score (≥2 in
men and ≥3 in women). The CHA2 DS2 -VASc is a score widely
validated for the prediction of the thromboembolic risk in AF
patients; it ranges from 0 to 9 and attributes 1 point for age
between 65 and 74 years, female gender, presence of congestive
heart failure/left ventricular dysfunction, hypertension, diabetes,
vascular disease, and 2 points for age ≥75 years and history of
previous stroke or thromboembolism (Kirchhof et al., 2016).
OAC therapy has demonstrated a significant positive effect on
ischemic stroke prevention and mortality rates, in particular
among the elderly population, as mentioned above (Mant
et al., 2007). Warfarin, a VKA, represents the most used OAC,
but its management is complicated by several drug and food
interactions, narrow therapeutic range (INR 2–3 in AF) for
thromboembolic prevention, which requires frequent laboratory
monitoring and dose adjustments (Sharma et al., 2015).
Non-VKA anticoagulants, known as new oral anticoagulants
(NOACs), include factor Xa inhibitors (rivaroxaban, apixaban,
and edoxaban) and direct thrombin inhibitor (dabigatran). In the
last decade, several clinical trials have demonstrated that NOACs
are non-inferior [RE-LY: dabigatran vs. warfarin (Connolly et al.,
2009), ROCKET-AF: rivaroxaban vs. warfarin (Patel et al., 2011),
ENGAGE-TIMI: edoxaban vs. warfarin (Giugliano et al., 2013)]
or even superior [ARISTOTLE: apixaban vs. warfarin (Granger
et al., 2011)] to VKA in preventing stroke or thromboembolism,
with a similar or inferior risk of major bleeding. Furthermore,
they overcome many of the mentioned disadvantages of VKA.
According to the ESC guidelines for AF, a NOAC should be
preferred to VKA when starting OAC therapy in non-valvular
AF (NVAF) patients (Kirchhof et al., 2016).
Dual antiplatelet therapy represents the essential treatment
in patient with stable CAD undergoing stenting after PCI:
clopidogrel (P2Y12 receptor antagonist) in addition to aspirin
lifelong is recommended for 6 months, except in high bleeding
risk patients, for which 1–3 months DAPT may be preferred
(Roffi et al., 2015; Ibanez et al., 2017). In ACS patients
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recommend the same therapeutic regimen (Ibanez et al., 2017).
Differently, the 2016 Canadian Cardiovascular Society Guidelines
for the management of AF propose no triple therapy for patients
undergoing elective PCI, but combined therapy with OAC plus
clopidogrel for 12 months, with a stratification of patients
also based on age (above or below 65 years) (Macle et al.,
2016). Finally, the Canadian Cardiovascular Society has recently
published a Focused Update for the Use of Antiplatelet Therapy
in which triple therapy with low dose OAC and DAPT (up to
6 months) is recommended for AF patients aged ≥65 years,
undergoing PCI for ACS or high risk elective PCI (Mehta et al.,
2018).

undergone coronary stenting, 12 months of DAPT (P2Y12
receptor antagonist between prasugrel or ticagrelor on top of
aspirin lifelong) are recommended, whereas only 6 months of
P2Y12 receptor antagonist treatment are warranted in addition
to aspirin in high risk bleeding patients (Valgimigli et al., 2018).
Anticoagulant and antiplatelet combined therapy poses
significant problems on the balance between efficacy and safety,
which have been addressed in several studies (Oldgren et al.,
2013). The “Anti-Xa therapy to lower cardiovascular events in
addition to standard therapy in subjects with ACS-thrombolysis
in myocardial infarction 51” (ATLAS-ACS 2 TIMI 51) trial has
demonstrated 2.5 mg of rivaroxaban twice daily (low dose),
on top of aspirin plus clopidogrel, to reduce the risk of death
for cardiovascular causes, myocardial infarction, or stroke in
non-AF patients with recent ACS, but to also increase the
major bleeding and intracranial hemorrhage risks (Mega et al.,
2012). Accordingly, a novel indication for triple antithrombotic
therapy has been proposed, by the recent 2017 ESC guidelines
for STEMI, in patients with ACS without AF or other specific
indication for OAC, at low bleeding-risk (Ibanez et al., 2017).
Regarding the AF setting, a cohort study on 82854 Danish AF
patients with a mean age of 73.7 years has reported the risk of
non-fatal and fatal bleeding in combination therapy (single or
dual antiplatelet agents plus warfarin) to be at least threefold
higher than monotherapy with warfarin (Hansen et al., 2010).
Consistently, Hess et al. (2015) examined 4959 AF ≥65 years
old patients undergoing PCI for MI: triple therapy produced
higher rates of major bleeding than dual antithrombotic therapy,
and no significative difference was measured in composite
endpoint of MI, death, or stroke. Similar results have emerged
from a recently published meta-analysis by Cavallari and Patti
(2017).

NEW EVIDENCES AND DIFFERENT
STRATEGIES: WOEST, PIONEER AF-PCI
AND RE-DUAL PCI TRIALS
The latest reported evidence are partially based on the results
of the “What is the Optimal antiplatElet and anticoagulant
therapy in patients with OAC and coronary StenTing” (WOEST)
trial, which has tested, in patients receiving oral anticoagulants
and undergoing PCI, the efficacy and safety of clopidogrel
alone (double therapy, 279 patients, mean age 70.3 years)
compared with clopidogrel plus aspirin (triple therapy, 284
patients, mean age 69.5). The WOEST trial has shown double
therapy to be safer than triple therapy and, surprisingly,
even more effective (Dewilde et al., 2013). Regarding safety,
which indeed constituted its primary outcome, and consistently
with the previously mentioned Danish databases, the WOEST
study confirms the benefit of double therapy on the incidence
of total bleeding, compared with triple therapy. Conversely,
due to the small simple size, which represents the main
limitation of the study, the WOEST trial is not enough
powerful to significantly detect difference in the secondary
outcome of efficacy (reduction of the combined incidence
of death, stroke, stent thrombosis, myocardial infarction and
target vessel revascularization) (Rubboli and De Caterina, 2014).
Anyhow, a meta-analysis by D’Ascenzo and collaborators has
also highlighted no difference in subsequent cardiovascular
events between therapy with clopidogrel plus OAC and triple
antithrombotic therapy (D’Ascenzo et al., 2015). The major
criticisms to the trial, in addition to the inadequate sample size,
concern the exclusion criteria which do not allow the inclusion
of patients at increased risk for stent thrombosis and the mean
age of enrolled patients (about 70 years) that is lower than the
real-world of unselected patients (about 73 years) (Rubboli and
De Caterina, 2014).
In order to compare regimens of rivaroxaban with single or
DAPT, the PIONEER AF-PCI trial has randomized 2124 NVAF
patients undergone PCI with stenting into three groups in a
1:1:1 ratio. Group 1 (709 patients, mean age 70.4) received
15 mg rivaroxaban once daily plus P2Y12 receptor antagonist for
12 months; group 2 (709 patients, mean age 70.0) was treated
with low dose rivaroxaban (2.5 mg twice daily) and DAPT
(aspirin plus P2Y12 receptor antagonist) for 1, 6, or 12 months;
standard therapy consisting of warfarin once daily plus DAPT

GUIDELINES AND CONSENSUS IN
PATIENTS WITH AF UNDERGOING PCI
2016 ESC guidelines for AF recommend OAC monotherapy
in AF patients with stable CAD and no PCI/ACS in the
previous 12 months (Kirchhof et al., 2016). Regarding people
requiring PCI, only little evidence exists, thus recommendations
derive from a reviewed expert consensus (Lip et al., 2014)
that proposes two different flowcharts: for elective PCI and
for ACS; within them the physician has to assess the risk
of cardiovascular event and stent thrombosis with respect to
the risk of bleeding. Following these recommendations, triple
therapy (OAC plus aspirin and clopidogrel) is provided for
only 1 month except in patients undergoing PCI after ACS, for
which it is extended to 6 months due to the high thrombotic
risk. After this period and up to the 12th month since ACS
or elective PCI, combination of single antiplatelet agent plus
OAC is prompted, with the exception of the patients undergoing
elective stenting at high bleeding risk, whose time of switch
from double to single antiplatelet therapy is anticipated to
6 months. Subsequently, all patients have to continue single
antithrombotic therapy with OAC lifelong (Kirchhof et al., 2016)
in line with the AF ones, 2017 ESC guidelines for STEMI
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(aspirin with P2Y12 receptor antagonist) for 1, 6, or 12 months
was given to group 3 (706 patients, mean age 69.9). Regarding
the primary safety endpoint, clinically significant bleeding rates
were higher in the group receiving standard therapy than in
the two rivaroxaban groups. No significant differences have
been detected in incidence of cardiovascular death, stroke,
MI, which constituted the secondary efficacy endpoint (Gibson
et al., 2016). The same investigation group has afterwards
published a post hoc analysis to report reduced risk of allcause mortality or recurrent hospitalization for both rivaroxaban
groups compared with standard therapy one (Gibson et al.,
2017). It is important to note that, similar to the WOEST,
the PIONEER trial was not powered for an efficacy outcome
(Bhatt, 2016); furthermore, patients at very high stroke risk
were excluded, as well as those with unknown cause anemia,
creatinine clearance <30 mL/min, recent history of significant
gastrointestinal bleeding (Alexopoulos et al., 2017). Although a
fair percentage of ≥65 years aged patients in the trial, (more than
70% of entire population, with ≥75 years aged accounting to
more than 33%) (Gibson et al., 2016), all the above mentioned
exclusion criteria present in the trials are frequently found
in the real world older patients. This point strongly limits a
direct application of guidelines’ recommendations to this clinical
setting and, in particular, the strict inclusion criteria of the
PIONEER trial make its results not completely applicable to
the geriatric population. A final perplexity derives from the
primary composite endpoint of major/minor bleeding according
to TIMI criteria, or bleeding requiring medical attention, that
may have been inflated by the INR recommended range of 2–3,
instead of 2–2.5 in the standard therapy group (Valgimigli et al.,
2018).
However, despite the highlighted limits, PIONEER AFPCI and WOEST have influenced, at least in part, the
recommendation presented in the latest “2017 focused update
on DAPT in CAD” from the ESC Task Force. Indeed, a relevant
novelty has been introduced regarding patients undergoing PCI
with indication for OAC: if bleeding overcomes ischemic risk,
the possibility of not resorting to triple therapy is contemplated
(Valgimigli et al., 2018). This latest indication is certainly of great
interest for frail elderly patients; the proposed features of patient
with an unfavorable profile for combination therapy with DAPT
plus OAC seem to correspond to the characteristics of the frail
elderly: advanced age, poor expected adherence, compromised
mental status, end stage renal failure, history of major bleeding
or hemorrhagic stroke, anemia (Cesari et al., 2014) (Figure 1).
The latest mentioned ESC Task Force recommendations report a
list of practical strategies to minimize bleeding complications in
patients at high risk, including: periodically evaluate thrombotic
and bleeding risks adopting validated risk scores, with particular
attention to the modifiable factors; consider 2–2.5 INR target
in case of warfarin therapy, which should be a second choice
after NOACs agents; when a NOAC is prescribed, always use
the lowest effective tested dose; prefer clopidogrel to prasugrel
and ticagrelor as part of triple therapy (Valgimigli et al.,
2018).
In the wake of the previously cited PIONEER AF-PCI,
Cannon et al. (2017) have recently presented the results of the
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FIGURE 1 | The impact of frailty on the critical balance between efficacy and
safety in the management of antithrombotic therapy in the elderly.

RE-DUAL PCI, a multicenter randomized trial whose target
was to test the safety of dual therapy with dabigatran after
PCI in AF patients, compared to triple therapy with warfarin.
The authors have assigned 2725 patients in three 1:1:1 ratio
randomized therapeutic regimes: dual therapy with 110 mg
dabigatran twice daily plus P2Y12 receptor antagonist, dual
therapy with 150 mg dabigatran twice daily and P2Y12 receptor
antagonist, standard triple therapy with warfarin plus P2Y12
receptor antagonist and aspirin (aspirin was suspended after
1 month in patients implanted with bare-metal stent and
after 3 months in patients implanted with drug-eluting stent).
Due to recommendations of dabigatran label, elderly patients
outside United States (≥80 years aged, except ≥70 years in
Japan) had only been assigned to 110 mg dabigatran and
triple therapy groups (Cannon et al., 2017). These dabigatran
doses have previously been tested in the RE-LY trial, which
has demonstrated them to provide stroke prevention in AF
patients (Connolly et al., 2009). Regarding the primary safety
outcome, major and clinically relevant bleeding according to
the ISTH criteria, there is a substantial reduction of the
incidence in both dual therapy groups compared to the triple
therapy one. In particular, in the group treated with 110 mg
dabigatran there was a reduction of bleeding of almost 50%,
compared to the triple therapy, with statistical significance
both in the non-inferiority and superiority tests. Similarly, the
150 mg dabigatran therapy has shown a reduction of 28% in
bleedings compared to standard therapy, again with statistical
significance both in non-inferiority and superiority tests; the
results were consistent even considering the major bleeding or
using TIMI bleeding criteria (Cannon et al., 2017). Concerning
the secondary endpoint, both dabigatran dual-therapy regimes
have shown non-inferiority to warfarin triple therapy in the
composite efficacy endpoint (risk of death, thromboembolic
events, unplanned revascularization) (Cannon et al., 2017;
Table 1).
With regard to age, elderly patients represented 16.8% of
the entire population, whose mean age was 70.8 years, and the
110 mg dabigatran group (71.5 mean age) was composed of
nearly 23% elderly. Interestingly, subgroup analysis revealed the
advantage in the reduction of bleedings patients treated with
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TABLE 1 | Clinical trials on the antithrombotic management of patients with AF and CAD.
Clinical trial

Objective

Primary Endpoint

Results

PIONEER AF-PCI (Gibson et al.,
2016) (2124 NVAF patients)

Compare the safety of 2 rivaroxaban
treatment strategies∗ versus standard triple
therapy through 12 months

TIMI clinically relevant bleeding
(safety)

Rivaroxaban-based therapy was
associated with a lower rate of clinically
significant bleeding than standard triple
therapy with VKA

RE-DUAL PCI (Cannon et al., 2017)
(2725 NVAF patients)

Determine the safety of two dose
dabigatran† regimens versus standard triple
therapy up to 30 months

ISTH clinically relevant bleeding
(safety)

Dual therapy with both dabigatran
doses was safer than standard triple
therapy with VKA

AUGUSTUS (Bristol-Myers, 2018)
(4600 NVAF patients)

Assess the non-inferiority safety of
apixaban versus VKA (both combined with
P2Y12 receptor antagonist) up to 6 months
Demonstrate superiority safety of single
antiplatelet therapy plus anticoagulant over
triple therapy up to 6 months

ISTH clinically relevant bleeding
(safety)

ONGOING (clinicaltrials.gov
NCT02415400)

ENTRUST AF-PCI (Vranckx et al.,
2017) (1500 NVAF patients)

Evaluate the safety of edoxaban plus P2Y12
receptor antagonist against warfarin and a
P2Y12 receptor antagonist plus aspirin
through 12 months

ISTH clinically relevant bleeding
(safety)

ONGOING (clinicaltrials.gov
NCT02866175)

∗ 2.5 mg bis in die plus DAPT/15 mg rivaroxaban once daily; † 110 mg twice daily/150 mg twice daily. ISTH, International Society of Thrombosis and Haemostasis; TIMI,
Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction.

prevention. Otherwise, considering the previously mentioned
real comparison between dabigatran and warfarin after the first
3 months, if stent thrombosis events have been ascertained after
the first 90 days, it may be hypothesized that the 110 mg twicedaily dabigatran dose is not adequate on this specific outcome
but only the 150 mg dose. Indeed, the 150 mg twice daily
dabigatran one has not shown difference in absolute incidence of
stent thrombosis compared to warfarin triple therapy (Rubboli,
2017b).

110 mg dabigatran to be substantially maintained in the elderly,
whereas there was an increase in bleedings in the ≥80 years
aged treated with the 150 mg dabigatran dose, compared to
the triple therapy (Cannon et al., 2017). However, these results
derived from a very limited number of patients, with only eight
patients randomized to the 150 mg dabigatran group in the
United States. Concerning thromboembolic events, there were no
differences between the elderly and the young groups (Cannon
et al., 2017).
Rubboli has conducted extensive analysis on the RE-DUAL
PCI trial, bringing some interesting considerations: being aspirin
interrupted in all cases at maximum 3 months since PCI, after
that period the real comparison seems to turn into dabigatran
150 mg or 110 mg twice daily versus warfarin. With regard
to the primary safety end-point, careful examination of the
Kaplan–Meier curves reveals the two dabigatran curves in the
2-year chart to be precociously separated from the triple therapy
one, particularly mostly during the first 3 months (Rubboli,
2017a). This remark may suggest the aspirin suspension to
be the cause of the observed benefit. Furthermore, following
the first 90 days, the gap between the 110 mg dabigatran
and warfarin curves constantly increases, contrary almost the
same difference for the whole period is maintained between
the 150 mg dabigatran and the warfarin ones (Rubboli, 2017a).
Otherwise, the observed safer effect on bleeding events of
110 mg dabigatran dose upon 150 mg one compared to warfarin
is consistent with the results of the RE-LY trial (Connolly
et al., 2009). Finally, it is surprising to note that the absolute
incidence of stent thrombosis in the 110 mg dabigatran group
is about twice the triple therapy one. This finding is difficult
to interpret and cannot lead to any definitive conclusion due
to the low number of observed events (15 vs. 8). It is possible
to speculate that it may be due to the suboptimal efficacy of
dual therapy, in particular in the case that the occurrence of
stent thrombosis observed during the first 3 months. It would
suggest triple therapy to be more effective in stent thrombosis
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ONGOING TRIALS AND CRITICAL
POINTS
Further studies are ongoing in AF patients undergoing PCI in
order to compare standard triple therapy (DAPT plus warfarin)
and dual therapy with NOAC plus P2Y12 receptor antagonist:
AUGUSTUS trial (clinicaltrials.gov NCT02415400) is testing
apixaban non-inferiority to warfarin on ISTH major or clinically
relevant non-major bleeding in patients with concomitant P2Y12
receptor antagonist therapy. Moreover, this trial aims to test
the superiority in safety of single antiplatelet therapy (P2Y12
receptor antagonist) plus anticoagulant (warfarin or apixaban)
over anticoagulant plus DAPT (P2Y12 receptor antagonist plus
aspirin) (Bristol-Myers, 2018), in order to better verify the effects
related to cessation of aspirin, since its usefulness is uncertain and
debated.
The same primary outcome will be tested in the ENTRUST
AF-PCI trial (clinicaltrials.gov NCT02866175), which will
randomize patients with AF undergoing PCI, to evaluate
a treatment regimen based on the other direct factor Xainhibitor edoxaban once daily plus P2Y12 receptor antagonist
(for 12 months) against warfarin and a P2Y12 receptor antagonist
(for 12 months) plus aspirin (for 30 days to 12 months guided
by clinical presentation, CHA2 DS2 -VASc and HASBLED scores)
(Vranckx et al., 2017) (Table 1).
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The two last mentioned trials will certainly contribute to
better define timing and setting of combined antithrombotic
therapies, as well as the choice of the safer and more effective
OAC. Nevertheless, given the exclusion criteria, the geriatric
population, especially the frail patients, are likely to result
underrepresented, as systematically occurred in clinical trials
(Cerreta et al., 2012; Bencivenga et al., 2017). AF and AMI are
highly prevalent in >75 years aged population but the percentage
of these patients included in ACS clinical trials is <7%, thus, only
limited information exists on the benefit–risk balance (Andreotti
et al., 2015). In this scenario, no surprise generates the lack of
evidence-based recommendations for the frail population (Ridda
et al., 2008).
Summarizing, according to the most relevant guidelines,
personalization of antithrombotic therapies based on the balance
between safety and efficacy, is nowadays allowed: AF patients
undergoing PCI should be treated with triple therapy, for the
shortest possible time, while dual therapy with single antiplatelet
plus OAC may be preferred for patients at high bleeding risk.
This latter option is especially important for older patients,
which conversely generally more benefit of effective therapies
than younger ones: if bleeding risk overcomes thrombotic one,
the possibility of omitting ASA or P2Y12 inhibitors from the
triple antithrombotic therapy since the time of elective coronary
revascularization is now contemplated. In the next years, given
the results of the ongoing trials, a possible therapeutic trend may
be represented by association of single antiplatelet agent plus a
NOAC at the lowest effective dose (lower than those approved
for the treatment of AF) in the population at high bleeding risk,
even for geriatric population.
In order to overcome the limits of current evidence and
considering the unquestionable difficulty to include adequate
sample size of elderly patients in antithrombotic therapy trials,
it would be desirable to improve multicenter data registers,
especially from centers specialized in the treatment of these
subpopulations. In this way, data would originate from the “real
world” of daily clinical practice, minimally restrictive regarding
exclusion/inclusion criteria, with more flexible and patientoriented treatment approaches. Further, mechanistic studies may

be undertaken to help researchers test new approaches deriving
from both clinical and laboratory characteristics. Given the
increasing aging process of the overall population, the mentioned
and other countermeasures are urgently needed.
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CONCLUSION
It is therefore clear how, in the last years, the scientific
community has acknowledged the clinical relevance of the
problematic “combined antithrombotic therapy” whose result
was the publication of indications to support the work of
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